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1. I1l'TRODUCTION 

One of the most important reactions observed in e+e- -storage 
rings is the muon pair creation, or, generally, the creation of two 

ferm:i,ons: 

e+e ~ f+f- (1) 

This process provides a unique possibility to study the standard elec
troweak theory!l! over a wide range of energies. Taking into account 

radiative corrections of )rder ~3 ,it is unavoidable to study in 

parallel the process 

e/ e- --? tJ-(, (2) 

where the fermion pair ( ,o;ated is accomp!l.Died by a bremsstrahl1.1.!lg 
photon. The analysis of (1) heavi~y relies on the differential cross 

section d6'/dcos9 with respect to the scattering angle 9 • For 
unpolarized beams usually one determines the total crosS section, 

t1 
db ()~ot "" f J.ccs9 do:.s9 I 

-1 

Id the forward-backward asymmetry, 
o 

(4)1 [ f "deN 9 !l!i..- fdGO$€) db 1d.eos9 •Jcos9AFB 
Gfot o -1 

The total cross section b~ is sensible to the C -even con

;ributions, and the charge asymmetry AFB measures the C -odd 
,erms. 

Here, we start a sp~cialized study of the bremsstrahlung contri
Jutions (2) to the observables (}, 4) withRthe standard electroweak 

;heory. We obtain analytic expressions for d6"lolcos9 I AF8 and Stat' 

2 

~ 

where the bremsstrahlung integration has been done over the complete 
photon phase space, beginning here with the QED corrections most 
easily being obtained. 

There are two extreme approaches to hard bremsstrahlung problems. 
One is the consequent numeric integration of the squared matrix ele
ment by Monte-Carlo (MC) methods as has been highly developed by a 

large theoretical. collaboration/2!. With no doubt, MC-integrated 
cross sections are of great value for applications due to their fle
xibility concerning experimental cuts. The value of analytic results 
(the other extreme) is two-fold. Of course, it is desirable to get 
analytic results on simple processes even if they are not simply to 
be obtained. Further, one may use the analytically integrated hard 
bremsllltrahlung and subtract by Me-integration the not needed phase 
space regions to get a completely independent theoretical prediction 
for c~ss sections with realistic cuts. Analytical integrations have 
been d,one by several groups. The :t;irst Tesult on d.r;;!dcos9 is 
in!J!. Aiming at expressions being applicable over the whole relati
vistic energy range including the region of the i: -boson pole, he
re we mention!4! where several distributions have been presented but 
not the cose - spectrum, and5! where the problem raised here has 
been studied but not succeeding in a compact analytic expression. 

In the present article, we derive analytic results on the pure 
QED bremsstrahlung, Fig.2a, in cOlmection with the Born cross section 
of the standard electroweak theory, Fig.1. Adding the QED virtual CO.I'

'rections of Fig.2b we,set a gauge invariant infrared finite set of 
diagrams. Inclusion of the fermionic vacuum polarization Vlould comp
lete the QED radiative corrections. The region of applicability of 

. our appronmation is defined by the relative magnitude of the two 

Born diagrams as functions of S • It 
is well-known that at PETRA-energies 
the electroweak radiative corrections 
and the genuine i!!. -boson exchange 
Born cross section are quite small with 
the exception of QED corrections. So, 
for S ~ 1600 Gev2 the dominant contri~ 
butions are included. 

c· 

~ 
Fig.1, Born diagrams for e+e- +f+f~r<p- p- in the electroweak standard theo

ry. 
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Fig.2. Gauge invariant and infrared finite set of QED bremsstrahlung 
(a) and one loop diagrams (b). 

., a. _, 
As already stated above, we also assume that M., ''''f 

The article is organized aa follows. In Section 2 we introduce 
the notation and analytic results, Section J contains numerical re

sults, and in Appendices A-C some formal intermediates are presented 

which are of interest also £or the derivation of expressions for 

interference and pure weak integrated photon Bremsstrahlung. 

2. JllALYTIC lIESULTS 

The cross section for (1) together with (2) is in the adopted 
approximat ion: 

d,G' lJ":: {c/' [-4+ (AS.t9 + i (F.. + Q~ + Q"'~) +j Fvr1 
olCO$ 9 

+2. ~;r IIlI [v, Y (A+Q>tL6) + .2,Q.e(l CQS91 (5) 

+ Ill:!.. [C\'1.+Q!)(v.2.+a.:LJ(HCoS'&) + 8Ve~VQ.CoSe]J. 
Here, .s = Ij.E.t , and 9 is the emission angle of the created fermion 

f" with respect to the eo!- -beam axis in the ems. The Q ,\I 

a are the charge, vector and axial vector couplings, respectively 

~ = -1): 

" '" -1- '+ s,2I 1&1, 0. =1. (6) 

The relative weight of pC.OL;" and ~ -boson exchange is 

~ 

1 G:x- .,,_'" .... ~ 1 S 
'!ret ..:;{- [1- .1.,. +OColz)] MaS 

._ (7a) 

X -1..§a. M2s 
crb)

:>i &'11"01. 'IT S-M 2 

where .::it"")('\JT is taken from [6 ,7] • The definition of X daserves 
some COllll!lent. We use t.\1e on mass shell renormalizatioll framework of 
81rlin [7 ,8] , where 

2.. :L 2 .A U~I
Se Ie -1- c" - SU1 HIIJ '/ - 1'1111 M: . (8) 

As has been discussed extensively in the literature FJ] , tn.e defini
tion (7b) is preferred by eating some large virtual radiative correc
tions and will be used here. The complex parameter ~', 

Mit = M~ - j rl Mi: I (9) 

contains the physical mass and width of the i -boson. In the frame

work chosen, Mj! is determined experimentally while ~ is predicted 

by the theory [10] • To be definite, in the followin(; we use Hi =93 Ge'J, 

the t-quark mass "'t " 40 GeV, and HiGgs boson mass M " 100 Ge'{.
H 

This, together with the feinstructure constant D( and the muon decay 

Fermi constant Gor allows to calculate MW .. [32.0 GeV, €lw 
" 0.222, rc 2.17 GeV + rr(t) , ~(t) being the partial width for 
the t -quark channel. The integrated bremsstrahlung and virtual WD 
correction are contained in the Fi 

Fa =' F" (llIe) + F;"
bT I 

( 10) 

r::: .. FtIo.!( F. i,t 
-1 + b. I 

( 11 ) 

F .. r:.: ff~/"'/) + Irt •.t. (12) 

The virtual corrections are well-lclOwn (sec "pp.A). The initial 

F~ ), interference ( F~·t), and final ( F!) bremsstrahlung 
contributions arc derived in Appendices Rand C. The compact final 
result is: 

F r (CoS e) + f. c- CoS (13)0,2 J",'2. ",' 
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~ c: t1CCCS9) - f~ (-eese), ( 14) 	 +1 
F. -lot '" 1. f de F 	 (22)0,2 ) 0,2. 8 _of 

I)1fa '" i [t +.2 Le - L; - L_ + It c.. L_] 	 ~-ht ~ ~ rJde ~ - Jde '" J (23)-1 8 0 f _~ , c S! l<S9, 

+ c![1f - A..f L + 31":1. + 2,(,f-Le ) (L.. +LJ - L,t]
t 

(15) iot "":j- L L L JTL 	 (24)F ... =---L, + IIf-	 f ++ t.r-~' + ~ Le +~ Lf + ; 	L__ + 2, Lt ] o :3 [, '" 31 .. 
+ tt.[ (L,-2) It +1L; p(C_)], 	 Fbi II: ~ - lTl. + ! e.,,",Z - '!2 0.2 't,512, (25)A .a 1 If 2. 

f~ "" 3 [lj.C:L..: + 3l+ - 1/c_ - 4/c~1 F.'tot .. 3/1f- • 	 (26).2. 

(16 ) 	 M+<:r 6 + JT:Y3 + L+ + L_ ~ .z L+ L_l 	 The FOIl!. are first derived in[2] • ConcerninG (15-17). we took ad
vantage from a contact with the authors ofl'7] for an understanding 

(17) 	 of the partial disagreement with their eq.(14).f.t - 1- i c; 
The following abbreviations are used: 

J. NUllERICAL RESULTS 

L ... fh %,1. L ==&s/r!ltII II J f 'f I 	 Based on the parameters chosen, it is for S in GeV2 

c+ ~ f (M-eos9) "" COS,. I c = 1: 0- c:or&) .. Si,,.'-:, x .. -4.49 x 10-5S/(1 -	 S/8649). (27) 

(18) 
.. f?h CaS~ l c ~II S;II~ L, = ..t AAA"~ IL 	 The width of the i: -boson may be negle.cted in the energy range off- .. , -	 '" "

1 interest here. As long as S ~ 1600 GeV2 , the Born interference 
L(X) ~ - J~ €h (-i-xi) • contribution doesn't exceed 15% of the photon exchange Born cross~ (1 t 

section and the pure weak contribution is quite small~lthoUgh in theFiniteness and integrability of (10-12) are ensured by the following 
numerics we will include it).modification near the end points cos Q = ! 1 (see App.B): 

The pure QED radiative corrections (with exception of the vacu
<As f1.-,. CoS (e~+ It -"lls ) ft2. (19 ) 	 um polarization) aTe. contained in the ~ ,eqs. (10-12). The depen

dellce of the ';: on the scattering angle is shown in F'ig, 3. The F.,The initial radiative correction f'.. is dependent on S , /I'I • nre 	 and ~ are smooth over the complete kinematical region, wheareasand e ,while ~ and ~ are functions of the scattering angle on
~ (initial state radiation) has sharp peaks of order s/m; times

ly. Integration over cos 	Q allows to obtain analytic expressions for 
logarithms at the end points, cos Q = 1-2 m;/s. These peaks are 

S*"t and AI'S 
due to the well-known fermion mass singularities. Fig.4 shows the 

6": '" l JT «2 [Ql.(At jf F.i-t-t,i Gil. ~t..t +i ~ ~rh.2 ~XI&IVe.V (20) 	 differential cross section. The QED Born cross section is symmetric 
tot .3 ..s &ld. in the normalizatiO:1 chosen, independeL t of the enel'gy', The 

.... IXI..!. (vttalJ CV"+a2.)], Born cross section of the GIIS-theory is as:rlfJ.. ~:' ric in cos Q (shown 

(21 ) here for S = 1600 Gev2). The inclusion of tile total Bremsstrahlung 

A =_1_!t o{.2.[3ai -n,t 3 w.2. discussed here leads to a consideraole modification, especially at
"8 6"M 3 1f S Q 3T ~ + z: Re;rl~lqllQ. +3",,) VeVQeQJ, 

the end points. 

6 7 
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Fig.). The QED ~3 correctipna Fig.4. The differ~ntial cross 
of Fig.2 as defined in section d~ /d cos Q. 

(10-12) as function~of cos 9 
wi th parameter $ 

It is well-known that i;he total cross section G't,;t of the GWS
theory in Born approximation is very near to ~~ of QED for mixing 
angles around 0.25 since then the vector couplings of leptons become 
small: "e"v,... ;:;; 0.01 for sin2 

Q = 0.222 as chosen here. This may be 
seen in Fig.5. The QED bremsstrahlung correction to u~ is consi
derable due to ~ and becomes much smaller if tt cut on cos 9 is ap
plied. 

The integrated forward-backward asymmetry AFB as function of 
S is shown in Pig.6. In Born approximation, "';. is negative and 

nearly linearly rising with ~ 

.., 

.... _ 1.:,,'1<0.' 
_,_ u ... , (1.1 

tclt -----_._--_._..10 -- __ u 	 _____________ 1101 

o 400 !lOCI 1200 IlOO _ 

51Gov) 

Fig.5. The total cross section 
as function of $Grtwt 

(~ -Born cross section; the 
slasted and slashed-dotted lines 
are radiatively corrected with 
cuts as explained in the text). 

in the depicted energy range. 
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Fig.6. 	The integrated forward-back
ward asymmetry A... as func
tion of .s 
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The bremsstrahlung correction ~,... ~~ is positive and constant. Cor
respondingly, its relative influence diminishes with rising S • In 
real experiments a cut is applied on the scattering aHgle, e.I;./coS ~ 
< 0.8 .;. 0.9. The result of those cuts is shovm, too. Like for 0'M I 

the correction becomes much smaller. Interestingly, the corrected AF8 

is closer to its Born value for lcos 91<0.~ than for Icos 9/< 0.8. 
This is d1..!e to a mismatch of the tendency of F., to add larger con
tributions to AFB fr()m scattering angles near lcos 91 = 1 against the 
peaking of Fa in the same points influencing the denominator of A

fa
in opposite direction. 

We are very much obliged to Dr. D.Yu.Bardin for stimulating mid 
fruitful discussions and for cooperation in the ;first stage of the 
work. We would like to thank Prof. F. Kaschluhn :.for interest into our 
work and support and tt~e organizers of the IX Warsaw Symposium on Ele
mentary Particle Phyaiqa in Kazimiel'ce (1986) where we had the OPPOl'-
tunity to present our results. 

APPBNDIX .A. 

The QED vertex cOTrection is in the approximation of small fer
mion masses and in the normalization adopted here: 

~CWlf} 0: -2Clr1}(i>.- &~f) -2. +~ Jf~+ l Lf -1 l!, (A.1 ) 

the ~(,) being defined analogously. 
QED box diagrams is: 

F.... == f.,.1C (c.o.l9) - to_ (-c.oS9), 

fbI/X - HA+cas~J L_' (P.1t -(Il~)+ Ifc_
1 

The vacuum polarization is 
~$ 

~ .., l~1IJ Qt F., (JIlL) + Fvp 

The contribution of the two 

(A.2) 

LiL{ +.2 (l... -.2 C}l:+L.lj_ (A.}) 

F (~. -1£ _ l ~2. + 2J1i: (M t"'2.) IJ_ s+ In 
vp ., J.s 35 s tnS-fA I 

10 :a. I (","""5) , F..,( .. l~ -,. +j' ~ 

T\. .. S.2._ ltI'Ml.S_ 

In the numerical results we do not include the 
shift for ~tDt compared to a complete QED one 

9 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

Fvp • This causes a 
loop calculation. 
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APPENDIX B 

Here we scetch our derivation of a soft photon contribution to 

the bremsstrahlung cross sectiod: 

e-(IlA) + e+(ll,t.) -'>' . f-Cr~) + f"'( fL) + rCp). (B.1 ) 

We start with 
Ill. t.P Il 

Mp M" . Ip , (B.2 ) 

~ G U; (KJ !J4 IA (K,f) U (P~) t}4 U(pJ 
(B.)M" 

'f lit ... (.2 ~.e. _ 2 It'''l!.) + G (~ - 2~a)
f! it ~ II" • (B.4) 

The z: • ~ and V ,V are the fermion propagators, 

t' - - .tp..(2) • r . (B.5)~ -= - 2. "..ea) r I 

Formally neglecting the phQton momentum everywhere but in the deno


minators of ~R • we introduce the 


..1.. ~ lM".z~ T'\J(,-t), lSlR.(tl'i,~, v,v), (B.6)
61f .sr"S " 

.1 tl. + (S-t )2
TA (~It) ... Q Sl , 


(B.1) 
Sl - (-'? - 1" +i!,1 + Q\.'l:;T +~." ~,y i'V Q l' 'V~ - v" + '1.V • 

fZ. ",t frte' s) f.J... L _s-t _ s-t)-I- ~~ ~ 1..) 

Here, 

2 Ii: x ~ Y52. l' Y :I. u '
J. Z 

t t.Pa. == Z - 'is - "fltfe sx - Tft1,f 5 Cos9, (B.S) 

(B.9)t:;:::. X C_ 

(B. 10)x = - z.P:z.. (I<'~.j. ::: 2., Is' p;, 

where p: is the energy of rr i.; the cms: X EO (0, S ). For scatter

ing wlgles with cos e very cl~se to :1, the approximation (B.9) is 

too crude and has to be repl"'';i)Q OJ 

. (4-2 ':e1)c.ue] t:l t [~- CoS (92.+ ~/E').f'l].to! 1,
x 

(B.11) 

10 

The integration over the photon. phase space has been performed with 
the method developed in/ 11 /, i.e. using dimensiollal regularization 
and the R.~ -system, the rest system of (fi ): p," + pJ! = O. 

We write the soft bremsstrahlung contribution to (10-12) as follows, 

016' S dG 80111 oJ. 
-" - dSft (B.12)
~ CQ!e d a.s9 Jl' 0, 

10 


Js.si '" Jdw 1" (w) 

(13.13)

" 

I"(u»= .2., 4.. {'" )1I-~J1 f'H (~-~'b.

~\'ii')"-'" rCi-i) W2J'4f "aol --1 cI t U- (.1.) 8 (ti, 0, 


(13.14) 

B(q,f)= ~:t(4-,(.f)'" - :;l(A_h{)i + :~ (A-(lj T)'l1 + G[....:Pt:;....~(-,f--11-/....,.)1.=- (B.15) 

t s-t s-t 1Hl[- ro1 S'_1]
+ "'.(,I:'.fo· (,j-.AI f) - Pst! (4-pst f}1- -1II;~o·(A"..f) p.!O-Pp. 1)'- + "'! Pt. (,j-p~:f) I 

R1= CoJ91!, Pt: = IS· c( + P:t{ ,j-.v" 
(B.16) 

k'J .. ~ .0(+ 1<'2' (A-_) , PSi. k',j'C<T pi(-'f-at)J 

and ~~ are the velocities corresponding to p41~iin the ~ -system. 
In deriving (B.12-B.15) one takes advantage of the fact that TA(~,t) 
does not depend on the photon angles and that all momenta used may be 
chosen to depend on only one of the photon angles, cos er~ . The 
Feynman parameter integral over OL has been introduced to simplify 
the dependence of numerators on the photon momentum. Eqs.(B13-B.14) 
have been obtained after integrating over (n -3) angles in the n
dimensional space-time and after restricting the photon momentum p.~ 
to be smaller than the infinitesimal parameter ~ : 

(B.n)1O <.<. YIIe I "'.(..::::< S, 

This, in term, leads to the restriction for X to the interval 
X E; ( S -21l1 C;; ,S ), containIng at X = S the infrared singularity

f
and allows to separate the Born cross section factor. In fact the 
integral over W is the limited by w X -integral (see Appendix C). 

11 
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Some more details on the method used may be taken from/ 11 - 13/. The 
kinematics is the same as in/ 13/. By straightforward integration one 
gets 

~W) S d S' 
'" (i;R + ~ -, d" + ., IJSoft 

J S "" - 2. (A-L ) -I- IfQ L..: - 2Q2. (,f-Lf )/e
" 


d S '" [_ f+ (,f.-l.e)·(l-e+ L.( +L+ +lJ + 'it: -'i l l1 

1 

:l. Jf2.] 	 (B.18)
+ Q~ [ --1+ Lf - L.f - (; I-2QL, Li 

:£,.. ,.,. -"~ + Of. _ e,... (z. ri').
'" n-If .z 

APPENDIX C 

bf 
The matrix element A1p corresponding to Fig.2 is the same as 

in/Of and has been integrated as follows: 

cl6~ _ <:i 3 r r L IMbtl2.. 
(C.1)

dCOle - !TiS Jd SpihS "I 
41 :rrJ .,'\1.2. S $-)( ~ COJ611 cJ f.""feLr .., *5 Ixlix ~rr(s-x+!I!f') J~ ~ 0 a- (C.2) 

Because of the infrared singularity we cut the X -integral into two 
parts: i~ '" (0. s- 2",.f W ) I -42 '" (S-2"',w ,S). 

In App. B we split up the singular part of the squared matrix element 
and integrated it over i2 • What remains is 

fdr [~.)Mpll - b4-T~(~It)BIIl] + f dr [6'V.T A 
(lr ,+J.g (C.3) 

(.i~)(\+i:/.) 

where TA and 'B 112. are defined in (B. 7). The first integral over the 
unrestricted phase space is finite. The second one is finit too and 

even well-defined in the limit ;;3 ..... 0 with the exception of terms con
taining the nwnerator (S-X) for which the exclusion of ...:,. is 
important:

S-2.rnp s 
(C.4)f ell< ... E'.I'I. ...';;o~l(o 

Effectively, one may use (C.1-C.2) and take into account (C.4) whe
never necessary. This has ::Jeen done using the system of analytic ma

12 

nipulation SCHOONBCHIP/1 4/, heavily relying on approximations of 
12

calculations and tables of int'egrals described in/ /. The result is 

do bw ~ ~ dj t + 5!6'"/'"., I 

c:f a.s9 d Clc>j9 JT of d cos9 	 (C. 5) 

d6tAr4 	 (c.6)lfol2. 01.
""is;: d.a.v.l,~ ... 

(C.7)
J; r 4 D4 2 f 

~......,.. "" c,,_ + QJ~ + Q cf'(aroI 

cf., .. (COS9) '" f<1 0 +.1Le + (L~-~)C,f+c0s"9)(-~ - 6t2~ +Lt.)
..,d. l 'I , t T (C.S) 

_ !L+ + ~ c_l_ + ~__ [J...Le -24 -t(cJ] - \ L + ~+ L 

+ [toS9 </HI' - CCd9]... 2-1C/ L: + ~ [~ L -1{- .,.. ~ '-•.,. j L.f)] 	 , 

c5~ (r.0S9) =={ :l(A+QIS:lft) L_ . (-.2&~ +.2 lr 3J + ~ + ~ 1.... (C.9) 

+ ~L""'+C4Se· ('3+~+-lJ.D} - [cos9","",,-eose]: 


eft ((.o$S)" f-1tCA..c.osas)·r(,f-~)e...~ +i -ill +~I..; -rl} 
 (C.10)
«..,4 + [e0s-9"'" - CeSSJ

.1 
• 

from the sum. of dJl>fi (with Born factor) ~d oW..4 one gets the 
cut-off independent F": , (l - -i. • int, f. ' the IR-singularity 
of which will be compensated by the corresponding virtual corrections. 
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Pa60Tq BhlnORHeHa B na6opaTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKOH ~3HKH OHHH. 
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Fedorenko O.M., Riemann T. E2-86-596 
Analytic Bremsstrahlung Integration 
for the Process e+e-+~+~-l in QED 

The photon bremsstrahlung correction to the differential 
cross section and to th'e charge asymmetry AFB of e+e--annihi
lation into two fermions has been integrated analytically over 
the complete photon phase space and is discussed in the context 
of the electroweak standard theory. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR . 
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